The Igloo Bar - Case Study

Situated under The Abbey Hotel, this space was last
used as an air raid shelter during World War II. The
hotel wanted to develop the area into a stylish, relaxed
and unique space.

‘‘

We found the technical
expertise and overall
response times from Bright
Green second to none.
Highly recommended.
Director
Beaufort Bespoke

‘‘

Background

Beaufort Bespoke were commissioned to manufacture
and install the new ice bar area. The theme was to
create a bar that looked as if it was within an Igloo.

Lighting the bar
The front of the bar is faced with acrylic “ice blocks”,
backlit with our RGB LED Light Panels.
The back bar has small acrylic “ice cubes” set between
toughened glass with LED light panels used to
illuminate the bottles on the glass shelves. The panels
can be set and dimmed to any colour.
We supplied 9 LED Light Panels, all with our newly
developed RGB frame. This new custom frame has a
deeper aluminium heat sink and uses an 8mm acrylic,
all designed to work with the slightly wider RGB PCB.

Bright Green LED Light Panel

Bright Green Technology

About Bright Green Technology
Bright Green Technology specialises in LED systems that dramatically
improve the quality and performance of backlit media, illuminated
signage, retail displays and architectural features.
We’ve worked in the most iconic locations for the biggest companies
and won their trust for our product quality and customer support.
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We take time to
understand
your business

We work with you
to determine your
real objectives

We create solutions
and packages that
suit your objectives

Sound, senior
advice is always
on hand

Every project is
evaluated against
agreed success
measures and ROI

The intelligent answer to your LED requirement saves you time, money and energy.
We are practical, hands-on people who understand both state-of-the art lighting technology
and the realities of your business. So while we provide all the products you need,
we place equal emphasis on trusted advice and ongoing professional consultancy.
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To find out more please contact one of our specialists
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